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You assume all will turn out well, even if the dynamics at work are in
a state of flux. Your ability to maintain a positive attitude could be tested today
when someone starts to throw shade on your best ideas. Others may even go so
far as to accuse you of ignoring the interpersonal complexity of the present
moment. Naturally, an optimistic outlook is a healthy one as long as you’re not
trying to avoid the truth. Leave your ego at the door and address the concerns of
others with an open mind and an honest heart.  

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

You may be looking at the exact same things you saw yesterday, but
now you can imagine potential that wasn’t previously there. Lovely Venus lights
up your life by showing you the silver lining to every dark cloud. However, you
could have such unrealistic expectations that you need to adjust your perspec-
tive today. Injecting a shot of reality into your thinking enables you to create
middle ground. You will be free to get on with the work at hand once you clearly
see both sides of the picture.      

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

You swiftly lose track of the mundane world today as visions of distant horizons
seem close enough to reach out and touch. You are ready to jump on your uni-
corn and fly off into the rainbow-filled sky, but you don’t have a clue as to which
way to go. Interdimensional travel is best done without maps; let your infamous
curiosity take you on a memorable ride. Give yourself a few days for this mind-
bending excursion. Allow your thoughts to gradually drift down to Earth before
trying to make your dreams come true.   

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

You could fool yourself into believing that you have all the support you need to
accomplish your goals today. But working extra hard may not be sufficient to get
the job done. To make matters worse, your coworkers might disappear when the
heavy lifting begins. It’s not that others are lazy; it’s just that they can’t visualize
the possibilities you do now, so they remain unmotivated. Instead of attempting
to convince everyone that they should join your cause, scale back your expecta-
tions for a day or two and then try again.    

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

You exude a special kind of love that goes beyond your personal needs and
your judgments of others. You can see people’s shortcomings now, but
you’re happy to accept them as part of the package. You’re also temporarily
willing to work with the understanding that your desires are not being fully
addressed. Although the novelty may fade, the truth is more satisfying than
a dream based upon an impossible fantasy.      

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Try to finish as much as you can today, whether or not you are wrestling with a
non-negotiable deadline. The cosmic energy patterns shift tonight, and you
might not be able to continue your work on the same trajectory as before. The
real danger is complacency; if you think that everything will turn out fine then
you aren’t as motivated now to take immediate action. Don’t drop the ball;
sometimes being your own taskmaster is the best way to reach your goals.  

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

It’s time to reveal your dreams to those around you especially if you’ve recently
been absent, wandering around lost in your fantasies. This disclosure might
seem like a risk, but keeping things to yourself will only lead to further isolation.
At least, if you tell others what you need now, you are giving them a chance to
deliver the goods. But there’s still a strong possibility that you won’t be satisfied
with what you receive today. Nevertheless, learning to be grateful for life’s little
blessings is a gift in itself. 

Libra (September 23-October 22)

You might act as if you’re at peace with whatever happens now. However, the
truth is that your attractions are pulling you strongly in two opposing directions
and you don’t want to let go of either choice. Unfortunately, it’s time to stop liv-
ing under the illusion that you can follow divergent paths for much longer. You
are at a fork in the road and you must make a final decision before moving for-
ward. Calibrate your compass, say a little prayer, and trust your intuition to lead
you down the right path.    

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

You appear to have an extra dose of charm working in your favor
today as flirtatious Venus hypnotizes loquacious Mercury in your sign. Although
you might not feel any different now, people see you glowing in a more capti-
vating light. The cosmos is offering you a window of opportunity, whether you
use it or not is up to you. But don’t push your luck too far; instant karma will get
you if you overstep your boundaries. Love is best given when nothing is expect-
ed in return.   

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

You may be required to take charge at work today, even if you’re not the boss. It’s
just that you can spot what needs to be done and, thankfully, everyone trusts
your judgment. Don’t let your power go to your head. Even if you must reject
someone’s impractical idea or cut people from your project, listen to the advice
of others before making your final decision. Careful considerations, not impul-
sive actions, will ensure your success without compromising your integrity.           

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

Your dwindling resources make it nearly impossible to start a new relationship or
project now. A lack of time complicates scheduling activities with a friend or
potential partner. Meanwhile, finances can also play into the equation since it’s
harder to justify an extravagance if you don’t have enough cash to cover your
basic expenses. The rewards are priceless if you can learn how to get by on less.
Paradoxically, it’s your belief in the ultimate abundance of the universe that will
bring prosperity into your life.       

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Although you’ve encountered resistance in your path recently, your true friends
are finally riding to your rescue. Thankfully, their support arrives in the nick of
time because you might seriously consider quitting today. You can still envision
all the possibilities, but you just don’t know if your well of energy is deep enough
to sustain your efforts for much longer. At least, give your peeps a chance to
change your mind before walking away. Their confidence in you acts as an elixir
for your weary heart, leaving you refreshed and ready to take on the world.    

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 1097

ACROSS
1. The longer of the two telegraphic signals

used in Morse code.
4. Brightly colored carnivorous fish of western

Atlantic and West Indies waters.
12. A loose sleeveless outer garment made

from aba cloth.
15. The compass point midway between

northeast and east.
16. A resident of Arizona.
17. Tag the base runner to get him out.
18. Goddess of criminal rashness and its pun-

ishment.
19. Not capable of movement or of being

moved.
20. A metric unit of volume or capacity equal

to 10 liters.
21. European weed naturalized in southwest-

ern United States and Mexico having red-
dish decumbent stems with small fernlike
leaves and small deep reddish-lavender
flowers followed by slender fruits that
stick straight up.

23. In a chatty loquacious manner.
25. Either extremity of something that has

length.
28. An emotion experienced in anticipation of

some specific pain or danger (usually
accompanied by a desire to flee or fight).

29. The distinctive form in which a thing is
made.

32. (Scottish) Bluish-black or gray-blue.
34. The eleventh month of the Hindu calendar.
37. Naked freshwater or marine or parasitic

protozoa that form temporary
pseudopods for feeding and locomotion.

40. A flat mass of ice (smaller than an ice field)
floating at sea.

42. (Akkadian) God of wisdom.
43. A female ballet dancer.
45. Support consisting of a place to rest the

foot while ascending or descending a
stairway.

47. Used of a single unit or thing.
50. A fatal disease of cattle that affects the

central nervous system.
51. Leaf bugs.
54. Flightless New Zealand birds similar to

gallinules.
56. Pasture grass of plains of South America

and western North America.
59. Mild yellow Dutch cheese made in balls.
60. A Kwa language spoken in Ghana and the

Ivory Coast.
63. Make attractive or lovable.
64. A soft silvery metallic element of the alkali

earth group.
65. Too numerous to be counted.
67. Canadian hockey player (born 1948).
71. Appeal or request earnestly.
73. The blood group whose red cells carry

both the A and B antigens.
74. A public promotion of some product or

service.
75. United States sculptor and architect whose

public works include the memorial to vet-
erans of the Vietnam War in Washington
(born in 1959).

76. Tending to promote or preserve health.
80. An affirmative.
81. Often cultivated for the decorative foliage.
82. Having undesirable or negative qualities.

DOWN
1. Lacking or deprive of the sense of hearing

wholly or in part.
2. (prefix) Opposite or opposing or neutraliz-

ing.
3. The bottom of a shoe or boot.
4. A mound of stones piled up as a memorial

or to mark a boundary or path.
5. (used of persons or the military)

Characterized by having or bearing arms.
6. An instance or single occasion for some

event.
7. Relating to or containing the azo radical.
8. An easy return of a tennis ball in a high arc.
9. Any division of quantity accepted as a stan-

dard of measurement or exchange.
10. (Middle Eastern) Small croquette of

mashed chick peas or fava beans sea-
soned with sesame seeds.

11. Administer an oil or ointment to.
12. Small genus of evergreen trees of tropical

America and western Africa.
13. Any of numerous local fertility and nature

deities worshipped by ancient Semitic
peoples.

14. In a competent capable manner.
22. Yellow-fever mosquitos.
24. A mountain in the Himalayas in northern

India (25,450 feet high).
26. A French abbot.
27. Being ten more than one hundred forty.
30. Of or relating to Oman or its people.
31. A person who avoids the company or

assistance of others.
33. A rounded thickly curled hairdo.
35. A Japanese woman trained to entertain

men with conversation and singing and
dancing.

36. Living quarters reserved for wives and con-
cubines and female relatives in a Muslim
household.

38. A circular segment of a curve.
39. A soft yellow malleable ductile (trivalent

and univalent) metallic element.
41. A law passed by US Congress to prevent

employees from being injured or con-
tracting diseases in the course of their
employment.

44. Of a stern or strict bearing or demeanor.
46. A port city in southwestern Iran.
48. Proboscis worms.
49. Essential oil or perfume obtained from

flowers.
52. Region of western Asia Minor colonized by

Ancient Greeks.
53. Advanced in years.
55. Cubes of meat marinated and cooked on a

skewer usually with vegetables.
57. A verse line with a dactyl followed by a

spondee or trochee.
58. Of or relating to the sea.
61. An Australian boomerang.
62. A particular environment or walk of life.
66. A condition (mostly in boys) characterized

by behavioral and learning disorders.
68. Large burrowing rodent of South and

Central America.
69. A Chadic language spoken south of Lake

Chad.
70. (Babylonian) God of storms and wind.
72. One of the most common of the five major

classes of immunoglobulins.
77. A period of time containing 365 (or 366)

days.
78. Not out.
79. A unit of information equal to one million

(1,048,576) bytes.
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